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By Janice Jweid Reed

Dog Ear Publishing, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Sitto s Kitchen includes the original recipes and memories carried by the
author s grandmother onto the shores of Ellis Island in 1912. These treasures, taught to her
grandmother in Aleppo, Syria, comprise over 100 years of traditional Arab cooking. Author Janice
Jweid Reed remembers, In 1966, I started compiling my grandmother s recipes in a little spiral
notebook. Years later, as my worn and food-stained notebook captured the fruits of my own labors,
I realized these recipes were too precious to lose. They re a testament to all those cooks before me
who faithfully preserved their heritage, mother to daughter, through the generations. Over the
years, knowing these time-honored dishes were an important part of her cultural heritage, the
author s notebook led to this cookbook. Sitto s Kitchen guides the reader with a Basics chapter
offering tips on pantry staples, cook s tools and the ingredients needed to create this delicious
cuisine. Recipe titles written in both English and Arabic, a Where to Buy It section and photos of
many of the dishes are all included with today s cooks in...
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This written publication is wonderful. It can be writter in straightforward phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this publication to learn.
-- Jesse Tr em bla y-- Jesse Tr em bla y

An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Eff ie Doug la s-- Eff ie Doug la s
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